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Is there a better way to begin a new year than by taking account of the time you have 

been given—past, present, and future—and meditating on how you use it as a child of God? 

Within the incomprehensible vastness of eternity, God formed a creature called time. Have you 

ever stopped to meditate upon that? The six thousand years or so in which time has existed are 

difficult enough to comprehend.  

Now try to describe or imagine eternity. 

You can’t. 

It’s difficult to describe eternity without thinking of it in terms of time. Even using the 

term “vastness” to describe eternity does injustice to it because it implies that eternity has a 

certain size or limit. 

What about time? If you were to haul out your dictionary and look up the definition of 

time, you might get something along the lines of, “a non-spatial continuum that is measured in 

terms of events which succeed one another from past through present to future.” Does the 

concept of time still seem abstract? That’s because it is. Time is difficult to define because there 

are so many angles from which you can approach it. Assuming we all know what time is, but we 

find it difficult to define (even with help from Merriam Webster), let’s move on. 

Apart from a formal definition, what words or phrases come to mind when you think 

about time? The words you come up with are a reflection of how you live. Do you live every 

moment for yourself? Then you would describe time as cheap, plenteous, and mine. You would 

confess “I can always grow up later,” “time I enjoy wasting is not wasted time,” and “free time is 

my time.” Do you live out of a true faith in Jesus Christ? Then you would describe time as 

precious, valuable, temporary, fleeting, and a gift. You would confess “my time is not my own” 

and “My times are in thy hand” (Ps. 31:15).  



Are you a young adult, fresh into the workforce? Are you a student making your way 

through junior high or high school? Are you a college student living away from home for the first 

time in your life? Are you a young father or mother? Are you a single adult seeking a spouse? 

Are you an elderly person lying on your deathbed? We could continue adding to the list, 

addressing all stages and walks of life. No matter where you are at in life, your use of time is 

important. It becomes even more important when you realize that your existence within time is 

but a blip on the radar of history. Time is fleeting, and it only goes one direction. There are no 

mulligans. What are you doing with the time you have been given? 

 Connected to the biblical view of time is the concept of God-given opportunities. Recall 

the parable of the talents in Matthew 25. The master was going away, so he called his servants 

and gave each of them talents “according to their several ability.” You can think of talents as 

opportunities to serve and ability as natural gifts. Consider where God has you at this point in 

your life. In the time you have been alive, he has used each event in your life for the purpose of 

shaping and molding you as an individual within the body of Christ. He has also given you 

natural gifts such as intellect, speech, music, or teaching. The reality is that natural gifts vary in 

amount from person to person. God has also provided you with opportunities to serve him, which 

is where time comes in. Opportunity is essentially time. Think of all the opportunities available 

to you to serve God through serving others in the body of Christ. Did you take advantage of that 

time? Did you use it wisely? Or do you see time as “your own?” Don’t be like the foolish servant 

and bury your God-given opportunities in the ground. 

 Reflect upon time. Value time. See time as a gift. See time as part of God’s creation. 

Exercise godly stewardship of time. See time as opportunity and use that opportunity like the 

faithful stewards of Matthew 25. 
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